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PREFACE



	 This is a collection of  books for learning and doing self-
management. While learning about self-management theo-
ries, techniques, and applications, you may be tempted to try 
them out. Do!
	 This series of  books is designed to help you use what 
you learn. By finding out which self-management strategies 
do and don't produce the changes you want, you'll learn a lot 
about psychology in general and about self-management and 
yourself  in particular. This book was developed originally as 
a text for an undergraduate course called Self-Management. It 
could, however, be "bibliotherapy" for constructive self-
change in the hands of  anyone with a college education.
	 A good format for this would be an adult education 
class. The purpose of  this series is the same in all contexts: to 
help readers behave, think, and feel as they want to rather 
than as they have to. To accomplish this, I've divided the 
book into three parts. Each part works on self-management 
at a more specific level than the last.

	 You’r reading the first book, Self-Management/ IN-
TRO. The second book in the series, Self-Management: 
TOOLS, explains techniques for self-management and 
briefly describes the theories from which the techniques were 
derived. The techniques are drawn primarily from behavioral 
and cognitive psychology. Some promising self-management 
strategies are also borrowed from humanistic, psychody-
namic, and Eastern psychology. In selecting the techniques to 
include here, I've been less interested in purity of  theoretical 
approach and more interested in supplying you with tech-
niques that research and experience have shown to be effec-
tive in self-management.
	 The third book, Self-Management/ STEPS, provides a 
concrete framework for assembling the techniques into a 
working whole-a Self-study. This part offers detailed instruc-
tions for conduct- ing the Self-study and an outline for writ-
ing a report on it. Following each chapter on a phase of  the 
Self-study is a set of  exercises that guides you through that 
phase of  the study.
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	 The fourth book, Self-Management/ FOCI goes into 
the specifics of  changing particular kinds of  behaviors, 
thoughts, and emotions. This book shows how the techniques 
introduced in the first book and described in the second book 
can be applied using the steps of  the third book to specific 
problems or foci of  self-management. These targets of  appli-
cation range from improved eating and studying patterns to 
getting along better with others and getting along better with 
yourself. The chapters here offer background information 
about the particular problem area and guidelines for deciding 
whether you have that problem.
	 Techniques, steps, and applications are illustrated with 
examples drawn from self-studies of  my students in the De-
partment of  Psychology at American University in Washing-
ton, DC. These chapters also explain when to seek profes-
sional help for a problem. Further readings and manuals de-
veloped for self-managing that specific problem are suggested 
at the end of  each chapter.
	 One more thing must be said: There are limits to self-
management. This book should help readers solve some prob-
lems and prevent others. It's based on the best clinical re-
search available at the time. There's no substitute, however, 
for an understanding person with a warm smile and more 
ideas for solving personal problems than could ever fit onto 
these pages. Anyone seeking to change themselves in dra-
matic ways should fist consider how a clinical psychologist, 
psychiatrist, or psychiatric social worker could assist them in 
this task.
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from a widely circulated piece, of  unknown authorship ...

“A while back I was reading about an expert on subject of  time 
management. One day this expert was speaking to a group of  
business students and, to drive home a point, used an illustration 
those students will never forget.”

“As this man stood in front of  the group of  high-powered over-
achievers he said, ‘Okay, time for a quiz.’”

“Then he pulled out a one-gallon, wide-mouthed mason jar and  
set it on a table in front of  him. Then he produced about a dozen 
fist-sized rocks and carefully placed them, one at a time, into the 
jar.”

“When the jar was filled to the top and no more rocks would fit 
inside, he asked, ‘Is this jar full?’ Everyone in the class said, ‘Yes.’ 
Then he said, ‘Really?’ He reached under the table and pulled 
out a bucket of  gravel. Then he dumped some gravel in and 
shook the jar causing pieces of  gravel to work themselves down 
into the spaces between the big rocks.”

“Then he asked the group once more, ‘Is the jar full?’ By this time 
the class was onto him. ‘Probably not,’ one of  them answered. 

THE BIG ROCKS FIRST PRINCIPLE OF 
TIME (AND SELF-) MANAGEMENT

★ “What are the 'big rocks' in your life?
★ A project that YOU want to accomplish? Time with 

your loved ones? Your faith, your education, your 
finances? A cause? Teaching or mentoring others?

★ Remember to put these big rocks in first or you'll 
never get them in at all!

★ So, tonight or in the morning when you are reflecting 
on this short story, ask yourself  this question: What 
are the 'big rocks' in my life or business? Then, put 
those in your jar first.
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“‘Good!’ he replied. He reached under the table and brought 
out a bucket of  sand. He started dumping the sand in and it 
went into all the spaces left between the rocks and the gravel. 
Once more he asked the question, ‘Is this jar full?’”

“‘No!’ the class shouted. Once again he said, ‘Good!’ Then he 
grabbed a pitcher of  water and began to pour it in until the jar 
was filled to the brim. Then he looked up at the class and 
asked, ‘What is the point of  this illustration?’”

“One eager boy raised his hand and said, ‘The point is, no mat-
ter how full your schedule is, if  you try really hard, you can al-
ways fit some more things into it!’”

“‘No,’ the speaker replied, “that's not the point. The truth this 
illustration teaches us is: If  you don't put the big rocks in first, 
you'll never get them in at all.’”
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SELF-MANAGEMENT AS A COURSE
	 This can be the psychology course you always wanted to 
take. In this course you'll learn psychology not just from a 
book but from real life—yours! You'll see psychological princi-
ples working in your own behavior, thoughts, and feelings. 
We'll start with some basic theory and quickly move to tech-
niques of  self-management. Then I'll show you new ways to 
understand what you do, think, and feel. That's not enough, 
though. It's too easy to interpret thoughts, feelings, or behav-
ior as being caused by one thing when they were actually 
caused by another.
	 You can get a better handle on causes by manipulating 
each thing that you think might be a cause. Systematically 
manipulating the "candidate" causes is part of  a Self-Study. 
Self-studies go beyond isolating causes, though. Once the 
causes of  a particularly troublesome (or infrequent but good) 
behavior have been found, you can modify them using psy-
chological techniques. As you read, you'll be able put your 
new understanding to work, changing some of  your behavior, 
thoughts, and emotions for the better. You'll also be able to 
understand what other people do, think about, and feel. 
	 How do you do this Self-study? When does it start? Is 
this going to be too much work? The "how" is what the &st 
and second parts of  this book are about. Part I describes dif-
ferent tools or techniques that you can use to change yourself. 
Part II guides you through the Self-study step by step, with in-
structions that work for almost any type of  self-change. Exam-
ples of  how to apply the techniques and steps to achieve a va-

riety of  self-change goals are given in Part III. Part III also in-
cludes more detailed instructions on self-managing different 
areas of  life. There you'll get a better idea of  how much time 
a Self-study in that area requires, and how much work it 
should be. Most Self-studies take more time than you 
planned and end up being more rewarding than you imag-
ined.
	 When does the Self-study start? Not yet. That's probably 
the biggest mistake most people make when trying to change 
themselves. Too often they just jump right in without know-
ing what they're actually going to change, what techniques 
they could use to change it, and how to see if  change really 
occurs or will last. Take your time! Read about the different 
techniques and the Self- Study steps, and then find the chap-
ter in Part III that gives examples of  self-change projects simi-
lar to yours. Then do the Self-study.
	 I've been writing this introduction with the assumption 
that you're a student in a course on self-management, per-
sonal adjustment, or something similar. Maybe you're not. 
Maybe you picked up this book in a store or off  a friend's 
shelf  because something needs changing right away but 
you're not quite sure what or how.
	 First, please consider getting professional help: That's 
not an insult-it's good advice! At best this book only can help 
you solve the smaller problems. It may prevent some big prob-
lems from developing; however, if  you've already got a big 
one, you should see a licensed clinical psychologist, a coun-
selor, a psychiatrist, a psychiatric social worker, or a psychiat-
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ric nurse. Call your college counseling center, college or local 
hotline, community mental health center, hospital, or private 
physician for more information.
	 If  your problem is not a big one, flip through the third 
part of  the book. Many common self-management problems 
are covered there. You're tempted to go right to those pages? 
Go ahead!
	 You might start with a glance at the index or at the chap-
ters listed under Part III in the table of  contents. Find the 
area you want to work on and scan the chapter. Some of  it 
will make sense, but once in a while I'll refer to techniques or 
steps that you may not be familiar with. Those techniques 
and steps are covered in Part I. Going back and reading 
about them will be a worthwhile investment of  time. You can 
go right to the pages describing the technique or step: Look it 
up in the index at the rear of  the book. The index can be a 
sort of  glossary of  techniques and terms. You could even 
"read" this book by rummaging through the index-finding 
topics that interest you and flipping directly to those pages.
SELF-MANAGEMENT AS SELF-EXPLORATION
	 Whether you're using this book in a course or on your 
own, you're beginning a journey. It will take several months 
to complete. In some way you may stay on this journey for 
the rest of  your life. Part of  this journey will be discovering 
which techniques work best for you for specific problems.
	 There are plenty of  techniques, specific steps, and infor-
mation about self-managing different parts of  daily living in 

the following pages. Many of  the techniques have been care-
fully tested in controlled research with people who are work-
ing on self-management themselves. You can read detailed de-
scriptions of  the research and theory behind each technique 
by looking up the articles and books cited in the text. (All arti-
cles and books are fully referenced in the bibliography near 
the end of  the book.)
	 Not all the techniques are equally effective, however. Fol-
lowing each technique, I usually indicate how effective it is 
and which techniques work best for which self-management 
goals. There can be no guarantee, however, that a given tech-
nique will work for you-certainly not the first time you try it. 
People are too complex for solutions to be simple, complete, 
or permanent. Try several techniques and find out which 
works best for you. To do this well, you'll need to collect infor-
mation, or data, on what you want to change.
	 Part II of  this book shows you how to do this. Record 
these data continually for a week or two without using the 
techniques. Then apply one technique at a time for another 
week or two. Use only one technique at a time, so you'll be 
able to tell which one is or isn't working. The next step is to 
compare the data before and after you started using the tech-
nique to see if  that technique worked and, if  so, how well. 
This book shows you several easy ways to make these com-
parisons. If  the technique didn't work, or didn't make a big 
enough change, try another.
	 See which works best. Above all, keep trying. Persistence is 
the essence of  self-management. This process of  first learn-
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ing theories and techniques of  self-management, then learn-
ing how to apply them, and eventually trying out several on a 
problem of  your own choosing trains you to be a personal sci-
entist. You experiment with the techniques and ways of  apply-
ing them until you get the combination of  techniques that 
works for you. Also, as you read this book, you may find it eas-
ier to look at yourself  as a scientist would. You may be able 
to step back more often and examine objectively what you 
think, feel, and do. After reading this book and doing a Self-
study, you also should be able to decide more rationally, on 
the basis of  hard data as well as intuition, how to change 
yourself  most effectively.
	 The particular changes you make, of  course, are up to 
you. Self-management just supplies the means; you decide on 
the ends. That's where personal gets added to scientist.
	 Having promised all this, I realize that this book may 
sometimes fall short of  everything you and I want it to be. 
Some techniques may not work for you as well as I say they 
will. Some techniques not mentioned in these pages may 
work particularly well. How well or poorly the different tech-
niques work, how your Self-study goes, and how this book 
helps (or hinders) your efforts at self-improvement are valu-
able data.
	 Please feed this information back to me by writing your 
comments on the feedback form near the end of  this book. 
This way you'll help refine the techniques and applications 
described in this book. I'll try to put your suggestions into the 
next edition. Your contributions will be acknowledged, and 

they may make self-management a more powerful science, as 
well as a more pleasurable art.
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SELF-STUDY

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor in-
cididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
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